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Abstract 
Each open subspace of a weakly pseudocompact space is either weakly pseudocompact or locally 
compact Lindelof. A topological sum is weakly pseudocompact if and only if (1) each summand is 
either weakly pseudocompact or locally compact Lindelof and (2) the sum is either compact or not 
Lindelof. If X is realcompact and the lattice of compactifications of X is a b-lattice or if X is a not 
tech-complete G&-diagonal space then X is not weakly pseudocompact. Weak pseudocompactness 
is neither an inverse invariant of perfect maps nor an invariant of open maps with compact fibers. 
There is a not pseudocompact space in which each zero set is weakly pseudocompact. 
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1. Introdnction 
In this paper, all spaces are Tychonoff. A zero set (z-set) in X is a set of the form 
Zf = {z E X: f(x) = 0) where f is a continuous function from X to the closed 
unit interval IL The discrete space of cardinality K is denoted by D(K). We use K(X) 
to denote the set of equivalence classes of compactifications of a space X and call a 
compactification bX E K(X) a simple compactifcation if it is obtained by collapsing a 
compact subspace of the tech-Stone remainder X’ to a single point. Following [II], 
we call K(X) a b-lattice if the simple compactifications of X are dense in K(X), that 
is, if for each bX E K(X) there is a compact set K c X” such that PX/K < bX. The 
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statement X is Gs-dense in Y means that each nonempty Gg in Y contains a point of 
X or equivalently that each nonempty z-set in Y contains a point of X. 
The focus of this article is the class of weakly pseudocompact spaces introduced in [3] 
and further studied in [4]. We are motivated to study these spaces by the wealth of 
interesting problems that quickly descend from the simple definition: a space is weakly 
pseudocompact if it embeds as a G6-dense subset in some compact space. A well known 
result of Hewitt [6] states that a space X is pseudocompact iff X is Gd-dense in ,0X, so 
as expected, weak pseudocompactness is a direct generalization of pseudocompactness. 
However, a closer examination reveals that these two properties are antithetical in many 
respects. 
In general, the task of proving a space X is not weakly pseudocompact is greatly 
obstructed by the unwieldy nature of K(X). Proposition 1 .l eases the burden mildly, 
indicating we need only examine a dense sublattice. 
Proposition 1.1. If X is Gs-dense in a compactijcation bX then X is G&-dense in every 
compactijcation CX such that CX < bX. Thus, ifC is a dense sublattice of K(X) and 
X is Gs-dense in no member of C, then X is not weakly pseudocompact. 
Proof. If a GJ set G in CX is disjoint from X and f : bX + CX witnesses that CX < bX 
then feG is Gg in bX and is disjoint from X. 
We use Proposition 1.2 repeatedly, usually without mention. Note, by part (b), that the 
discrete space D(K) is weakly pseudocompact if and only if K # w. 
Proposition 1.2 [3]. (a) Weakly pseudocompact Lindelofspaces are compact. 
(b) A locally compact space is weakly pseudocompact ifs it is compact or not Lindelof 
(c) Zero sets of pseudocompact spaces are weakly pseudocompact. 
(d) Weak pseudocompactness is productive. 
Proof. For (a), use Smirnov’s characterization [9]: X is Lindelof iff for every bX E 
K(X) and every compact K c bX \ X there is a Gb set G in bX such that K c G c 
bX \ X. For (b), apply Proposition 1.1 and part (a) to the one-point compactification of 
X. For (c), observe that if Zf is a z-set in a pseudocompact space X then 2, = Zof nX, 
hence Zf is G&-dense in the compactification ~1~x2 c Zpf . For (d), observe that if Xi 
is Gs-dense in Yi for each i E I then ni,, Xi is G&-dense in ni,, Yi and apply the 
case Xi is Gs-dense in Yi and Yi is compact. 0 
2. Weakly pseudocompact sums and products 
In [3], the authors note that every zero set of a pseudocompact space is weakly pseu- 
docompact and, in essence, prove the following partial converse: if each zero set of X is 
weakly pseudocompact and the Lindelof (compact) z-sets of X form a r-network then 
X is pseudocompact [3, 3.151. Subsequently, they ask if there is a not pseudocompact 
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space in which every z-set is weakly pseudocompact. We aim towards Theorem 2.2 from 
which we construct Example 2.3 to answer affirmatively. The following improvement 
of [4, Corollary 5.11 is key. 
Lemma 2.1. If X is weakly pseudocompact and U is an open subspace of X then U is 
either weakly pseudocompact or locally compact Lindelof 
Proof. By Proposition l(b), it suffices to assume U is not locally compact and show U 
is we_akly pseudocompact. Let bX E KiX) witness that X is weakly pseudocompact. 
Let U be open in bX such that U = U n X and set K = bX\G. Because U is not 
locally compact there is a point p E G\U. It is routine to check that U is Gs-dense in 
the compactification bX/(K U {p}). 0 
Remark. The analog to Lemma 2.1 regarding closed subspaces is not available, not even 
for regular closed z-sets (see Example 2.6 below). 
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a family of topological spaces. Then @ X is weakly pseudocom- 
pact if and only if (1) each X E X is either weakly pseudocompact or locally compact 
Lindelof and (2) $ ZE is either compact or not Lindelof 
Proof. (+) If @X is weakly pseudocompact hen each X E X is either weakly pseu- 
docompact or locally compact Lindelijf by Lemma 2.1 and $ X is either compact or not 
Lindelof by Proposition l(a). 
(+) Assume that (1) and (2) hold. Let %I? = {X E 3E: X is weakly pseudocompact} 
and let C = x\!JZ? = {X E X: X is noncompact locally compact Lindeldf}. For each 
X E m, let bX E It(X) witness weak pseudocompactness of X. Then L = @C @ 
@{bX: X E DJ} is locally compact and contains $ X as a G&-dense subspace. If L is 
compact, we are done. So assume otherwise. Let crL be the one-point compactification 
of L with remainder {oo}. Clearly, aL is a compactification of @ X. If IX/ > w then 
@X is already Gs-dense in aL. If, on the other hand, (XI = w, then some Xa E m is 
noncompact because @ X is not Lindelof as hypothesized in (2). Let p be any point in 
bXo\Xo and observe that @ 3E is Gs-dense in the compactification cyL/{p, CO}. 0 
Example 2.3. Let X = en._ X,, where each X, is a pseudocompact space containing 
no nonempty compact z-set. Then each z-set 2 C X is weakly pseudocompact, by The- 
orem 2.2, because 2 = en_ (2 n Xn) is a not Lindelof sum of weakly pseudocompact 
spaces. Obviously, X is not pseudocompact. Taking X, to be a C-product in (w + l)wl 
yields a collectionwise normal example [7]. 
One wonders how much separation an example can have. A perfectly normal example 
is clearly impossible because the singletons form a network of compact z-sets. Ronnie 
Levy has pointed out that a hereditarily collectionwise normal example can be obtained 
by taking X, to be the remainder of an qt -set in its Dedekind completion. In this case, X, 
is countably compact, hence pseudocompact, and because it is nowhere locally compact 
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and its nonempty Gs sets have nonempty interior, X, contains no nonempty compact 
z-sets. By [lo], X, is hereditarily collectionwise normal. See [5, Chapter 131 for details 
about 711 -sets. 
We aim for Example 2.6 which denies the analog of Lemma 2.1 for closed subspaces. 
The example uses [3, Theorem 3.141 for which we give an elementary proof and include 
as Corollary 2.5. The following notation facilitates the matter. For a space X, the “ge- 
ometric cone” over X is Cone(X) = (0) U X x (0, l] topologized as follows: a basic 
open neighborhood of a point (x, r) is an open rectangle U x V, where s E U is open 
in X and T E V is open in (0, I]; a basic open neighborhood of 0 is (0) U X x (0, c), 
where E > 0. For a cardinal n, the hedgehog with K spines is the completely metrizable 
space J(n) = Cone@(K)). 
Theorem 2.4. IfX is weakly pseudocompact hen so is Cone(X). 
Proof. Observe that X is Ga-dense in Y iff Cone(X) is Gs-dense in Cone(Y) and that 
the cone over a compact space is compact. Now, apply the case Y is a compact space 
witnessing weak pseudocompactness of X. 0 
Corollary 2.5. The hedgehog J( ) ‘. K EJ weakly pseudocompact if and only if ic # w. 
Proof. If K # w then D(n) is weakly pseudocompact, hence J(K) = Cone(D(K)) is 
weakly pseudocompact. On the other hand, J(w) is noncompact Lindelof, hence not 
weakly pseudocompact. •I 
Example 2.6. Observe that the space 2 = J(w) $(D(wr) x I[) embeds as a regular 
closed z-set in J(wt). Clearly, 2 is neither Lindelof because of D(wr) x II nor weakly 
pseudocompact because of J(w) and Lemma 2.1. 
Variations of the following natural questions are posed in [4]: (1) If K is compact 
and X x K is weakly pseudocompact must X be weakly pseudocompact? (2) If X2 
is weakly pseudocompact must X be weakly pseudocompact? In general the answers 
remain unknown, but the following partial results follow easily from Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.7. (a) If L is Lindelbf and contains an isolated point and if X x L is weakly 
pseudocompact, then X is weakly pseudocompact. (b) If X contains an isolated point 
and X2 is weakly pseudocompact, then X is weakly pseudocompact. 
Proof. (a) Because X x L is weakly pseudocompact and contains an open copy of X, 
either X is weakly pseudocompact or X is locally compact Lindelof. In the former case, 
there is nothing to prove. So, assume the latter. Because the product of a o-compact 
space and a Lindelof space is Lindelof, X x L is Lindeliif. Being weakly pseudocompact 
and Lindelof, X x L is compact. Thus, X is compact, a fortiori, weakly pseudocompact. 
(b) Because X2 is weakly pseudocompact and contains an open copy of X, either X 
is weakly pseudocompact or X is locally compact Lindeliif. In the former case, we are 
done. In the latter case, apply part (a). 0 
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It is reasonable to suspect that some flavor of Theorem 2.2 might hold for products. The 
subject begs further investigation. As a small step in that direction we have Theorem 2.8. 
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a weakly pseudocompact space and let Y be a locally compact 
space. If X x Y is not Lindel$ then X x Y is weakly pseudocompact. 
Proof. Since weak pseudocompactness is productive we only need consider the case Y 
is not weakly pseudocompact. Being locally compact and not weakly pseudocompact, Y 
is Lindelof. Because X x Y is not Lindelof, X is not compact. Let X be G6-dense in the 
compactification bX and let aY be the one-point compactification of Y with remainder 
{co}. Fix points p E bX \ X and y E Y and observe that X x Y is G&-dense in the 
compactification (bX X cuY)/(bX X {co} U {(p, y)}). 0 
Improving Theorem 2.8 will require care because the result fails when infinitely many 
noncompact locally compact factors are permitted. For example, w” x D(wi) is not 
weakly pseudocompact because of the open subspace ww. 
3. Weak pseudocompactness and mappings 
Here we examine the behavior of weak pseudocompactness with respect to a variety of 
nice maps. In the process, we illustrate new methods for proving spaces are not weakly 
pseudocompact. It is worth noting that, unlike pseudocompactness, weak pseudocom- 
pactness is not preserved by arbitrary continuous functions. In fact, since uncountable 
discrete spaces are weakly pseudocompact, every space is the continuous image of a 
weakly pseudocompact space. In Example 3.1 we see that even open maps with compact 
fibers do not preserve weak pseudocompactness. 
Example 3.1. Consider the spaces Y = w, and X = (w, x {w}) U Uncw(wn x {n}) 
as a subspace of K = (ww + 1) x (w + 1). The projection 7r: X -+ Y defined via 
~(a, 0) = a is open and has compact fibers. The space Y is noncompact and Lindelof, 
thus not weakly pseudocompact. The space X is weakly pseudocompact because of the 
compactification cl~X/{(we + l,O), (wi + 1, l), (ww + 1,~)). 
We aim towards Example 3.5 showing that weak pseudocompactness i  not an inverse 
invariant of perfect maps. 
Theorem 3.2. If X is realcompact and not locally compact and n(X) is a b-lattice, 
then X is not weakly pseudocompact. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, it suffices to see that X is not Gd-dense in a simple com- 
pactification @X/K. Let q : /3X -t /3X/K be the quotient map. Since X is not locally 
compact, there is a point p E X*\K. Using realcompactness of X and compactness of 
K, find a continuous function f : PX + P such that f(p) = 0 $ f’X and f’K c { 1). 
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Define 7: ,L?X/K + II by declaring f(w) to be the unique element of f-‘(~+{ro}). Then 
sis continuous and ZfC (PX/K)\X. 0 
Theorem 3.3 (l_h-tlti). lfX* is realcompact and C-embedded in ,0X then IL(X) is a 
b-lattice. 
Proof. See [ 11, Theorem 2.51. 0 
Corollary 3.4. If X is realcompact and not locally compact and Xx is realcompact and 
C*-embedded in ,BX then X is not weakly pseudocompact. 
Example 3.5. The space X = Do and its absolute E(X) are each nowhere locally 
compact, realcompact, and tech complete. Because E(X) is nowhere locally compact, 
E(X)* is dense, hence C*-embedded, in the extremally disconnected space PE(X) 
(see [8, 6.2.c]). Furthermore, E(X)* is a-compact, a fortiori, realcompact. By Corol- 
lary 3.4, E(X) IS not weakly pseudocompact. Of course, E(X) is by definition a perfect 
(irreducible) preimage of D(wi)” which is weakly pseudocompact by Proposition 1.2. 
Examples 3.1 and 3.5 invite the following questions. 
Question 3.6. Is weak pseudocompactness an invariant of perfect maps? Is weak pseu- 
docompactness an inverse invariant of perfect open maps? 
In conversation with the author, S. Garcia asked if the Sorgenfrey plane is weakly 
pseudocompact. We digress briefly in preparation to answer negatively. 
Recall that X is a Gs-diagonal space if {(z:, a~): 5 E X} is Gg in X2 or equivalently 
if there exists a sequence {a: n < w} of open covers of X such that 1 nncw G,I < 1 
whenever G, E G, for each n < w. Such a witness {G 7L: n < w} is called a Gh-diagonal 
sequence for X. Let us generalize this notion by calling X a Es-diagonal (Ks-diagonal) 
space provided there is a sequence {G,: n < w} of open covers of X such that nn_ G, 
is contained in a cT-compact (compact) subset of X whenever G, E 9, for each n < w, 
in which case we call {&: n < w} a Es-diagonal (Ks-diagonal) sequence for X. 
The class of Es-diagonal spaces is rather broad. It contains the class of Ks-diagonal 
spaces which in turn contains a wide variety of generalized metric spaces including the 
p-spaces, WA-spaces and Gh-diagonal spaces (in particular all developable spaces, Moore 
spaces, submetrizable spaces, stratifiable spaces, a-spaces, and semi-stratifiable spaces) 
(see [2]). Observe that if {G,: n < w} is a GJ-diagonal sequence for Y and f : X + Y 
is continuous with a-compact (compact) fibers then {{f-‘G: G E g,}: n < w} is a Cd- 
diagonal (Ks-diagonal) sequence for X. Thus, a continuous preimage of a Gs-diagonal 
space under a map with g-compact (compact) fibers is a C&-diagonal (Ks-diagonal) 
space. The following generalization of [3, Theorem 3.131 establishes the connection of 
these notions to our work. 
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Theorem 3.7. Zf X is a weakly pseudocompact Es-diagonal space then X is tech 
complete. 
Proof. Let bX E It(X) witness that X is weakly pseudocompact and let {a: n < w} 
be a Cd-diagonal sequence for X. For each n < w, the set 
IV, = U {U c bX: U is open in bX and 3G E &(U n X c G)} 
is open in bX and contains X. It suffices to see that T = nncw IV, c X. Suppose 
p E T. Then for each n < w there are G, E $?, and open U, containing p such that 
U, n X c G,. Now, (nn_ Un) n X = nncw(Un n X) c nncw G, and there is a 
a-compact S c X such that nn_ G, c S. Since (nn._ Un)\S is a Gs set in bX 
avoiding X, it must be empty. Therefore, p E &._ U, C S C X. 0 
Application 3.8. No countable product of Sorgenfrey lines is weakly pseudocompact. 
Proof. Since the Sorgenfrey line S is not tech complete (see [l, 3.1O.C]), neither is any 
power S”. If K < w then 9” is submetrizable so has Cd-diagonal. 0 
In Application 3.8, we really only use that the Sorgenfrey line is G&-diagonal. Appli- 
cation 3.9 illustrates a more thorough use of Theorem 3.7. 
Application 3.9. Let IL be the lexicographic ordered square and let R be a not cT-compact 
subset of the union of the top and bottom edges, i.e., R c II x (0, 1). Set X = IL\R. 
Since the projection rr : X + II via ~((a, b)) = a is continuous with g-compact fibers, 
X is a Es-diagonal space. Because IL is a compactification of X in which the remainder 
lL\X = R is not a-compact, X is not tech complete. Therefore, X is not weakly 
pseudocompact. 
For some R, Theorem 3.7 is not needed. For example, if R is the top edge of the square 
then X is Lindelof. However, we will show that X is neither Lindelof nor Ks-diagonal 
when R= (PnII) x {O,l}, h w ere lP is the set of irrationals. 
To see that X is not Lindelof, note that there is an uncountable compact set K C PIII 
and {(P, l/2): P E W is closed discrete in X. We argue that X is not KJ-diagonal by 
way of contradiction. Assume then that there is a Kb-diagonal sequence (6,: n < w} 
for X. Refining the Q,‘s if necessary, we may assume that each G E 9, is convex. 
Observe that 
(1) if C is a compact convex subset of X then there is T E II such that C C {r-} x II, 
(2) if (p, l/2), (q,O) E C c X, p < q, and C is convex, then {p} x (0, l/2] c C, 
(3) arbitrary intersections of convex sets are convex. 
By these observations, we see that for each irrational p E II there is a positive integer 
n such that if (p, l/2) E G E & then v’G c [0, p]. Applying the Baire Category 
Theorem, fix n < w such that U = intnclrA, # 8, where A, = {p E II n IF? (p, l/2) E 
G E G, + r+G c [O,p]}. Fix a positive rational q E U and a set G E 4, containing 
(q,O). Let E be a positive number such that the R-open interval (q - E, q + E) is 
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contained in U and the X-open interval ((4 - E, 0), (q, E)) is contained in G. Now, there 
is an irrational p E (q - E, q) and necessarily both (q, 0) and (p, l/2) belong to G, 
contradicting the definition of A,. 
Question 3.10. One can use the above proof to show that [Q x (0, l)] U [P x WI] 
with the lexicographic order topology is a not Es-diagonal space. Is this space weakly 
pseudocompact? 
Because we do not know that X must be weakly pseudocompact whenever some 
power X” is weakly pseudocompact, the following observations are in order. 
Proposition 3.11. A jinite product of Es-diagonal spaces is a Cd-diagonal space, and 
a countable product of Ks-diagonal spaces is a Kh-diagonal space. 
Corollary 3.12. If X is a Es-diagonal (Kh-diagonal) space and X” is weakly pseudo- 
compact for some K < w (K < w) then X is tech complete. 
4. A few last questions 
Weakly pseudocompact spaces are Baire [3], and weakly pseudocompact Lindelof 
spaces are compact. Let us say that a space X is trivially not weakly pseudocompact if 
X is noncompact Lindelof or if X is not Baire. Our knowledge of weakly pseudocom- 
pact spaces suffers from the scarcity of nontrivial examples of not weakly pseudocompact 
spaces. Below we give a short list of spaces that “obviously” should not be weakly pseu- 
docompact but are resilient to the available machinery. We welcome the determination 
of the status of any of these spaces and invite the reader to augment the list with her 
favorite not Lindelof, Baire space. 
(1) A non-Lindelof product of uncountably many Baire spaces, in particular, wn and S”. 
(2) A E-product from the above. 
(3) The one-point extension axD(~) = D(n) U {co} of D(K) such that wi < X < K, 
topologized so that points of K are isolated and neighborhoods of c~ are {co} U A, where 
A c K and IIC\AI =X. 
(4) The above space with its isolated points filled by weakly pseudocompact spaces 
and locally compact Lindelof spaces. 
In searching for a weakly pseudocompact product of not weakly pseudocompact spaces 
it would be helpful to narrow the list of candidates. Application 3.8 suggests the following 
questions. 
Question 4.1. Can a finite product of noncompact Lindelof spaces ever be weakly pseu- 
docompact? 
Question 4.2. Can a finite product of not weakly pseudocompact GO spaces ever be 
weakly pseudocompact? 
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